A variety of different flame configurations and heat release distributions exist in high swirl, annular flows, due to the existence of inner and outer shear layers as well a vortex breakdown bubble. Each of these different configurations, in turn, has different thermoacoustic sensitivities and influences on combustor emissions, nozzle durability, and liner heating. This paper presents findings on the sensitivities of the outer shear layer-stabilized flames to a range of parameters, including equivalence ratio, bulkhead temperature, flow velocity, and preheat temperature. There is significant hysteresis for flame attachment/detachment from the outer shear layer and this hysteresis is also described. Results are also correlated with extinction stretch rate calculations based on detailed kinetic simulations. In addition, we show that the bulkhead temperature near the flame attachment point has significant impact on outer shear layer detachment. This indicates that understanding the heat transfer between the edge flame stabilized in the shear layer and the nozzle hardware is needed in order to predict shear layer flame stabilization limits. Moreover, it shows that simulations cannot simply assume adiabatic boundary conditions if they are to capture these transitions. We also show that the reference temperature for correlating these transitions is quite different for attachment and local blow off. Finally, these results highlight the deficiencies in current understanding of the influence of fluid mechanic parameters (e.g. velocity, swirl number) on shear layer flame attachment. For example, they show that the seemingly simple matter of scaling flame transition points with changes in flow velocities is not understood.
Introduction
This is the second of a two-part series of papers investigating the factors influencing heat release distribution within an annular, swirl flow. This configuration is a widely used generic swirl flow geometry 1, 2 and is representative of low NOx combustor technology. 3, 4 The first study 5 considered the different topological families of flow fields and flame shapes present in this type of configuration, depending upon flame stabilization, location, and vortex breakdown characteristics. This study further considers the factors controlling the shear layer-stabilized flame configurations, with particular focus on the operational boundaries where shear layer flame stabilization is and is not possible in the outer shear layer (OSL). Figure 1 shows a time-averaged velocity field for a flame stabilized in the inner shear layer (ISL), with illustrations of four key time-averaged fluid dynamic features [6] [7] [8] [9] : (1) the outer recirculation zone (ORZ), (2) the inner recirculation zone (IRZ), (3) the annular fluid jet, and (4) the two annular shear layers.
The ORZ is a toroidal recirculation zone generated by the sudden area expansion and outer confinement. The IRZ comprised two structures: the wake behind the centerbody and the vortex breakdown bubble (VBB). The latter assumes that the incoming flow is of sufficiently high swirl number so as to experience vortex breakdown. Depending on the swirl number, size of the centerbody and Reynolds number, the centerbody wake and VBB can exist individually or as a single, merged IRZ structure. 11 The two shear layers which separate the high velocity annular jet from their associated recirculation zones will be referred to as the OSL and the ISL. The centerline time-averaged velocity can consist of either reverse flow or exist as a positive axial velocity jet, which for the latter case leads to a double-cell IRZ structure. [11] [12] [13] [14] As described in Chterev et al., 5 several topological families of flame shapes exist for this geometry, as shown in Figure 2 .
Referring to the figure, note that there are three basic flame holding locations: (1) OSL (see configurations b and d), (2) ISL (configurations c and d), and (3) stagnation point of the VBB (configurations a and b). Note that a stagnation point may not exist inside the flow for the IRZ if the centerbody wake and VBB are merged.
The position of the flame within the combustor directly impacts combustor performance and durability. It affects combustor durability by influencing the heat loadings to combustor hardware (e.g. centerbody, combustor liner, dome plate), which has direct implications on component lifetimes. For example, flames which are stabilized in the ISL, such as (c) and (d), have inherently higher heat loadings to the centerbody than flames (a) and (b), which do not attach in the ISL. Likewise, liner temperature distribution is influenced by flame length, which varies for each of the flame shapes illustrated. Combustor operability, particularly combustion instabilities, are strongly influenced by the flame location. 15, 16 Most notably, the location of the flame establishes the time delay between burning rate fluctuations and the potential sources of those burning rate fluctuations. For example, combustor stability is strongly influenced by the time delay between vortex or equivalence ratio disturbance creation and when it reaches the flame front. This time delay certainly varies between, for example, configurations (a) and (d). Since flame configuration transitions often happen abruptly and exhibit hysteresis (as will be discussed extensively), combustor stability is expected to exhibit discontinuous and hysteretic behavior as well. These sudden changes in flame shape are the result of a sequence of ''local blowoff events''; e.g. flame configuration (d) bifurcates to configuration (b) due to local blowoff of the flame from the ISL. We next consider shear layer flame stabilization physics further. Figure 3 illustrates three key physical processes influencing shear layer flame stabilization: flame stretch, product recirculation, and boundary heat transfer. These are discussed next, starting with flame stretch. Flames stabilized in the shear layers are strongly stretched, 17 and therefore will have different local flame temperature and burning velocity than their unstretched values. 18 Since there is a limit to the degree of stretch which a flame can withstand before extinguishing, it is likely that global changes in flame configuration are brought about by local extinction within the shear layers. We define the following Karlovitz number as the ratio of the stretch rate imposed on the flame, , to the extinction stretch rate, ext
The significance of aerodynamic stretching of the flame sheet in the shear layer near the attachment point was apparently first discussed by Karlovitz et al., 19 who observed that holes appeared in the flame as it approached extinction. Similar observations of such holes in flames near blowoff are described by Chaudhuri et al. 20 and in a review by Shanbhogue et al. 21 As discussed in Lieuwen, 22 scaling the dependence of the flame stretch upon geometric and operational parameters is surprisingly difficult. Flame stretch rate is given by
where we have written the stretch as the sum of three terms. The sum of the first two terms, s , is a result of hydrodynamic strain and is non-zero only if the flow has spatial gradients. The third term, curv , describes the contribution of flame curvature to flame stretch. To illustrate several points, consider the relationship between fluid element straining and flame stretch for a two-dimensional steady flame, as shown in Figure 4 , and an incompressible flow upstream of the flame sheet. Following our prior work, 22, 23 the s term may be written as
where assuming an incompressible approach flow, that the largest velocity gradients are due to transverse shearing of the axial flow (i.e. @u r =@z ( @u z =@r), and that the flow speed is much greater than the flame speed (i.e. the flame angle, f ( 1), then
s,shear % f @u z @r ð5Þ
The s,shear term quantifies the manner in which shearing flow strain translates into flame stretch, showing that they are related by the flame angle, f . Similarly, the s,normal term describes the impact of flow acceleration and deceleration. Both terms are clearly non-zero in regions of high shear in flame stabilization regions, as the approach flow boundary layer separates into a change in cross sectional flow area. Lieuwen 22 scaled flame stretch introduced by flow shear as
Figure 3. Physical processes for shear layer flame stabilization in a swirl stabilized combustor. 10 and axial acceleration/deceleration induced stretch term in equation (4) as
where L norm and L shear denote characteristic length scales associated with flow deceleration and shear, respectively. Combining the scaling expressions for s,shear and s,normal with equation (3) shows that there are two relevant Karlovitz numbers
Since equation (8) has both S L and ext , it is worthwhile to relate these two quantities. As shown by Chung et al., 24 ext is related to the flame thickness and burning velocity at extinction
Solving for S L,ext , substituting into equation (8) , and
Comparing equations (9) and (10), if one assumes that the relevant length scales are the same (i.e. L shear ¼ L norm , which may not be the case), then the appropriate scaling parameter is the same for normal and shear strain contributions to flame stretch with power dependencies of 1 and 1/2, respectively. These two different exponents suggest that two fundamentally different flame stabilization scalings may exist, depending upon which term dominates.
Returning to Figure 3 , we next consider product recirculation effects. Specifically, recirculated hot products mix with reactants in the shear layer, as the reaction zone is always at least partially lifted (1) . This leads to dilution, but also preheating and radical introduction to the reactants in the separating shear layer. Both the flame speed and extinction stretch rate increase substantially with hot products dilution (1). Furthermore, for high reactant preheat temperatures or counterflow flames opposed by combustion products, the flame does not necessarily extinguish or exhibit ''S-curve'' behavior. 18, 25 Reactant dilution upstream of the attachment point and the associated increase in extinction stretch rate of the local mixture may explain the resiliency of the flame near the bluff body, where the stretch rate is presumably the largest. 21 In fact, many observations of bluff body shear layer-stabilized flames show that blowoff is preceded by extinction in the flame sheet some distance downstream of the attachment point and bluff body wake. 21, 26, 27 Thus, at the stabilization point, consisting of reactants diluted with hot products, the flame can withstand these high stretch levels but farther downstream where the reactants are undiluted and at lower temperatures, it cannot.
The last process shown in in Figure 3 is heat transfer to and from the boundaries of the combustor. These include heat losses to the combustor walls from recirculating gases (2) , to the bulkhead from recirculating gases (3), from the flame leading edge to the bulkhead (4), and from the flame to recirculating gases (5) . In addition to heat losses, heat addition to the incoming reactant stream could occur through boundary layer preheating (6) . The effect of heat loss (5) on flame stability has been emphasized in a study from Polifke's group, 28, 29 which characterized the effect of heat losses on the consumption speeds of stretched flames. It is because of heat loss processes (2) and (3), that the flame temperature, and therefore, the recirculation zone temperature, decreases. This loss process is illustrated in detail in Figure 3 . Heat losses to the bulkhead wall (4) from the flame leading edge can directly lead to flame extinction, as shown in several studies. [30] [31] [32] [33] Heat losses to combustor hardware cause decreases in the temperature of the recirculation zones supporting the flame at the attachment point, decreasing the resistance of the flame to stretch induced extinction. This adverse impact to flame stability is naturally counteracted by two effects: increased boundary layer preheating (6) , and thermally induced boundary layer growth. The temperature of the centerbody is known to become greater than the temperature of the incoming reactant stream, resulting in local heating in the boundary layer, promoting boundary layer separation. 34 Recent experimental studies by Guiberti et al. 35 also demonstrated the correlation between measured combustor wall temperature and flame stabilization location in a swirl-stabilized combustor.
The objective of this paper is to present an experimental study of the sensitivities of the OSL-stabilized flame to operational and geometric parameters. These results are also compared to detailed kinetics calculations of stretched flames in order to correlate preheat temperature and equivalence ratio sensitivities. Taken together with our earlier study, these provide a fairly complete picture of the types of flame shape topologies possible, as well as the specific operational ranges that the different shear layer-stabilized flames occur.
Experimental setup and test space
The experimental facility is detailed in Chterev et al., 5 and briefly summarized here. The flow passes through a preconditioning section with meshes and screens, and then into an aerodynamically designed swirler, which has a vane trailing edge angle of 45 or 37 . The momentum based swirl number (S m ) for the 45 swirler has been calculated numerically as S m ¼ 0.73 at the dump plane. 6 Bee´r and Chigier 36 provide an approximate expression for swirl number as a function of vane angle v , outer diameter D o and hub diameter D CB , leading to estimates of S m ¼ 0.8 and 0.6 for the 45 and 37
swirler blade angles, respectively, with D CB ¼ 36 mm. The flow then enters the combustor section which nominally consists of a 135 mm diameter quartz tube section, whose length is variable. The exhaust nozzle smoothly converges to 112 mm in diameter, providing an approximate 30% contraction in flow area. The combustor section and exhaust are shown schematically in Figure 5 . Fuel is injected upstream of the flow conditioning section supplying premixed mixtures with non-reacting measurements showing a maximum transverse spatial variation in time-averaged equivalence ratio, , of 7.5% at the combustor inlet.
Due to the sensitivity of the flame to the thermal state of the combustor, the bulkhead and centerbody were both instrumented with thermocouples. The bulkhead thermocouples are spaced evenly in the azimuthal direction, 2 mm radially outward from the annulus outer diameter, and 2 mm below the surface (upstream), as shown in Figure 5 (point C). Similarly, the centerbody thermocouples are evenly distributed azimuthally, 2 mm radially inward from the annulus inner diameter, and 2 mm below the surface (upstream), as shown in Figure 5 (point B). The bulkhead temperature (T bhd ) reported in this paper is an average temperature of the three thermocouples at radial location C, while the temperature measurements at the other locations are not reported but exhibit similar trends as those reported here.
Typical operating conditions for the facility are the following. The inlet air is preheated to temperatures ranging from 366 to 533 K, and the combustor operates at nominally atmospheric pressure. Nozzle exit velocities, u o , range from 35 to 70 m/s, corresponding to Reynolds numbers based on centerbody diameter (D CB ) on the order of $10,000. The fuel source was natural gas with ambient air as the oxidizer. The composition of the natural gas by volume is approximately 98.4% CH 4 , 0.6% CO 2 , and 1.0% N 2 . Data were acquired for L/D comb of 1 and 1.5 (by varying combustor length at fixed diameter), swirlers with swirl vane angles of 37 and 45 , a small and large diameter centerbody (D CB ), and a small and large diameter combustor (D comb ). The test cases are summarized in two ways in the tables. Table 1 shows the geometric and operational parameter configurations explored. Tables 2  and 3 list the geometric and operational parameters associated with each comparison performed. Note Figure 5 . Combustor geometric parameters (left) and thermocouple installation locations on dump plane (right). 10 that the parameters a blowoff and a attach , representative of combustor sensitivity to bulkhead temperature, are defined later in the analysis section. Acoustic pressure data were also acquired in order to isolate thermoacoustic oscillation impacts on flame transitions. Data were acquired using a calibrated microphone positioned 0.7 m from the exhaust nozzle at an angle of 45 to the combustor centerline. The sampling rate was 25 kHz, and a 20 Hz to 10 kHz band-pass filter was applied prior to analog to digital Table 2 . Tabulated list of data sets obtained in this study evaluating impact of variations in geometric parameters. Table 1 , not all configurations were studied due to prohibitively high thermoacoustic fluctuation amplitudes as indicated by an ''X''. Note, a few sample test cases were studied which exhibited high levels of thermoacoustics in order to quantify the direct effect of thermoacoustics on flame stabilization.
Kinetics calculations
Detailed kinetics calculations of the mixture's strain sensitivities were performed in order to obtain insight into the experimentally observed sensitivities. These calculations were performed for an adiabatic, opposed flow flame with symmetric, premixed, impinging flows. In reality, the flame stabilized in the shear layer is a non-adiabatic 28, 29 edge flame with some possibility of reactant dilution with product gas near the flame base. Presumably, these other physics must be included in order to obtain a complete description of all the processes noted in Figure 6 . Nonetheless, this ext value is still useful for capturing certain sensitivities to T ph and , as shown in other studies. 37 These calculations were performed using the opposed flow module of CHEMKIN, using an arc length continuation method to solve through the extinction turning point. The GRIMech 3.0 kinetic mechanism 38 was used with multicomponent diffusion and Soret effects included. Figure 6 shows typical results for the stretch sensitivity of a lean, methane-air flame at three values of . Because of the negative Markstein number of these mixtures, the flame speed initially increases with stretch, . However, beyond some stretch value, the flame speed decreases and then extinguishes at ¼ ext . The sensitivity of ext to is summarized in Figure 7 , showing that it increases with and T ph for lean mixtures of methane-air.
Experimental procedure -Flame configuration mapping
As noted in the Introduction, there are multiple flame configurations which can exist for this particular combustor geometry. In fact, four different flame configurations are observed experimentally for this combustor geometry as shown in Figure 8 . The associated flowfields and interaction between flame and flowfield are discussed in previous work by Chterev et al. 6, 39 These flames reside in different regions of the flow field and thus flame stability for each flame shape is controlled by different fluid mechanics. For instance, configuration I appears to be stabilized by the VBB where configurations II and III are both ISL stabilized. While both configurations I and II are stabilized at the same point, the resultant flame shape is quite different, as can be seen in the flame images. Moreover, the transition between configurations II and III is abrupt. Flow field measurements show that these differences are due to the IRZ region persisting all the way through the combustor and into the exhaust in configuration II, while in configuration III the IRZ closes out forming a stagnation point inside the combustor, at an axial location downstream of the dump plane of about four D CB .
6 Configuration IV is stabilized in both the ISL and OSL. The central region time-averaged flowfield features are similar between flame configurations III and IV, but vary significantly in the ORZ, as would 
40,41
We next describe how the flame transition data were taken. The mixture stoichiometry, , was increased or decreased to cause a flame transition at a fixed set of operating conditions. While the bulkhead temperature could not be directly controlled, the time required for the system to reach thermal equilibrium was long enough ($1 h) to allow us to also measure the influence of T bhd on the transition value by varying the dwell time between transitions. For example, the steady state value of T bhd differs by about 200 K when a flame in the OSL is present (III) and not present (IV). By varying up and down between configurations III and IV while the system is approaching thermal equilibrium, the sensitivity to T bhd was systematically explored. In this manner, flame configuration maps were created which marked the transition lines for OSL attachment and OSL blowoff in equivalence ratio and bulkhead temperature space. Figure 9 plots a typical flame configuration map obtained for a single test case at conditions with low thermoacoustic levels. For this paper, only the OSL attachment and OSL blowoff transitions are studied in detail. The upper line represents flame attachment in the OSL (III-IV transition), above which the flame is stabilized in the OSL. Note the decrease in required equivalence ratio for OSL flame attachment with bulkhead temperature as goes from 0.65 to 0.58 as T bhd increases from 350 to 575 K. In other words, as combustor temperature increased, OSL flame attachment became easier, occurring at lower . The negative correlation between combustor temperature and at OSL flame transitions has also been observed in recent studies by Guiberti et al. 35 The lower line represents the lean OSL flame blowoff limit (IV-III transition) which also shows a dependence on bulkhead temperature. Note that with OSL attachment occurring at higher than OSL blowoff, there is region where the flame can exist in either configuration III or IV, depending on initial conditions. Thus, there is a hysteresis zone in the OSL stability map where the flame shape is not uniquely defined by and T bhd alone. For example, suppose a flame transition from configuration III to IV at ¼ 1 . Once a flame is stabilized in the OSL, must be decreased to a value of 5 1 , in order to cause extinction in the OSL. Data obtained from multiple test runs at the same set of operating and geometric conditions were used to determine the transition lines, for which there is relatively good agreement between the lines and the raw data points for both OSL attachment and blowoff as shown in the example figure. Flame configuration maps were obtained for the highlighted test space shown in Table 1 , or in alternative form in Table 2 and Table 3 which are discussed in detail in the Results section of this paper.
Results
This section presents data on flame stabilization blowoff limits and re-attachment in the OSL by analysis of III -IV and IV -III transitions. Flame stabilization is affected by both fluid mechanical and chemical kinetic processes. For this reason, an extensive space of geometric and operational parameters, shown in Table 1 , was explored and the sensitivity of flame stabilization to these parameters was observed. Flame stability was indeed observed to be influenced by changes in geometry and operational conditions, changes which can be classified by the physics which they impact greatest. For example, the operational parameters , T ph , and T bhd presumably have their strongest influence on mixture kinetic properties (however, flame position also adjusts slightly, which influences fluid mechanics). In contrast, operational parameters such as flow velocity and swirl number are likely to exert their largest influence on fluid mechanic processes. As such, our discussion is divided into subsections on chemical kinetic sensitivities and fluid mechanic sensitivities.
Chemical kinetic sensitivities
This section considers fuel/air ratio and temperature effects on flame transitions. Returning to Figure 9 , these data clearly show that the transition is a function of T bhd . This indicates that understanding the heat transfer between the edge flame stabilized in the shear layer and the combustor walls is needed in order to predict flame stabilization. Moreover, it shows that simulations must consider non-adiabatic boundary conditions and their effect on reaction rate in order to capture these transitions. 28, 29, 42 Recent studies by TayWo-Chong et al. 29 incorporated both the influence of strain and heat loss in their computational work in order to match experimentally observed flame shapes.
In order to correlate data, the measured equivalence ratio at the observed transition point is used to calculate the extinction stretch rate, ext . However, note that there are at least two reference temperatures that can be used as an input to such a calculation -the bulk reactant preheat temperature and the bulkhead wall temperature. Figure 10 shows the OSL attachment and blowoff lines for a single test case with isolines of ext , T bhd ð Þ on the left, and isolines of ext , T ph À Á on the right.
Neither one of the above approaches collapses a transition line onto an isoline of ext . Using the bulkhead temperature as the input to the ext calculation shows a stronger sensitivity to T bhd than experimentally observed, while using a fixed value of T ph shows a weaker sensitivity (indeed, no sensitivity) than measured. These results make sense, as it seems likely that the reactants in the separating boundary layer are preheated to some intermediate temperature value, T ph < T reac < T bhd . These results suggest defining an intermediate reference temperature, which we do through the relation
The coefficient a is empirically determined so that flame transitions occur at fixed ext values. To illustrate, Figure 11 replots the iso-ext lines using this reference temperature; note that the best fit value of a differs for OSL attachment and OSL blowoff, and so two plots are needed. Repeating a point made above -the clear implication of these results is the importance of heat transfer between the flame and the combustor hardware on flame shapes -this shows that computations of blowoff or these flame shape transitions must capture this heat transfer; adiabatic boundary conditions will not work. The values of a are tabulated in Table 2 and Table 3 for OSL blowoff, a blowoff , and attachment, a attach . We attempted to relate the values of a to flow parameters, such as flow velocity, swirl angle, etc., or geometric parameters, but were unable to develop a correlation. We next consider results from different preheat temperatures. Figure 12 compares the OSL transition points for test cases at T ph of 366 K and 533 K. Note that from this point forward, we only show the linear least squares fit line of the transition data. The OSL transition lines at the lower preheat temperature (upper two lines of Figure 12 ) occur at higher than the higher preheat temperature test case (single dotdash line of Figure 12 ). In fact, all preheat temperature sensitivity test cases completed indicated a decrease in at the transition point with increasing T ph . This result was expected as increasing the preheat temperature increases the resistance of the flame to stretch. Note also that while significant hysteresis is observed for T ph ¼ 366 K, there is no distinguishable region of hysteresis at 533 K such that a single line captures the boundary between OSL attachment and blowoff. While increasing T ph did generally decrease the region of hysteresis in À T bhd space, it did not always result in the complete elimination of hysteresis. As will be discussed further in later sections, the presence and degree to which hysteresis exists are sensitive to both operational and geometrical parameters.
These general preheat sensitivities can be approximately captured with detailed kinetics calculations of the extinction stretch rates of the different mixtures. To illustrate, Figure 13 plots the relationship between the computed extinction stretch rates of OSL attachment and blowoff for T ph cases of 366 K and 533 K. The extinction stretch rates were calculated using the measured value for a given transition, and the preheat temperature, T ph , as ext , T ph À Á . Extinction stretch rates for the two T ph test cases are compared at the same T bhd as T bhd ð Þ. For example, for the OSL attachment data in Figure 12 at a T bhd ¼ 500 K, extinction stretch rates would be compared at ¼ 0:61 and ¼ 0:50 for the T ph ¼ 366 K and T ph ¼ 533 K test cases, respectively. Figure 11 . Flame transition maps for attachment (left) and blowoff (right) with isolines of extinction stretch rate calculated using reference temperature correction from equation (11) for test case 24A. Figure 12 . Preheat temperature sensitivity of OSL stabilization/blowoff for test cases 24A and 24B. Figure 13 plots the calculated extinction stretch rate values at the measured transition points for a range of T bhd , for both the IV-III (OSL blowoff) and III-IV (OSL attachment) transitions. The figure shows that OSL attachment for both preheat temperatures occurs at nearly the same extinction stretch rate throughout the bulkhead temperature space explored. In other words, from a measurement of the transition value at one preheat temperature, one could use kinetics calculations to predict the OSL attachment point at another preheat temperature. However, this is not the case for the OSL blowoff transition. Rather, the higher preheat temperature case transition occurs at a systematically higher extinction stretch rates. Thus, bulk mixture values of T ph and can be used to capture transition associated with OSL attachment, but not OSL blowoff.
We can make a similar comparison of sensitivity of OSL blowoff and attachment to T ph using the new reference temperature defined in equation (11) . Because the ext value line is by definition parallel to the measured T bhd sensitivities, the blowoff line shown in Figure  10 is replaced by a single point, which corresponds to the iso-ext value given by ext,a . The same OSL blowoff data shown in Figure 13 are plotted in Figure 14 , where we used the calculated ext,a , T ref À Á value obtained. The figure clearly shows that the sensitivity of OSL blowoff to preheat temperature is captured using this approach.
Thus, OSL blowoff transitions cannot be scaled using bulk parameters, T ph and . Rather, capturing this thermal sensitivity requires determining a different reference temperature, whose value lies between the approach flow and bulkhead temperature. Again, these results show the importance of coupled heat transfer calculations in order to capture combustor limit phenomenon and flame shape transitions.
A key conclusion from these results is the significance of two reference temperatures for capturing shear layer flame transitions, one for blowoff and one for attachment. This result is physically intuitive. For a flame that is stabilized in the shear layer, the extinction conditions which will cause OSL blowoff will be a strong function of the local reference temperature, T ref . For the flame to reattach, these results show that the bulk approach flow temperature is the more significant. For the rest of this paper, we use T ph and T ref for calculations of ext for interpreting the sensitivity of OSL attachment and blowoff, respectively.
Fluid mechanic sensitivities
The velocity, u o , and swirl number, S m , have strong impacts on the fluid mechanic features of the combustor, as well as the stretch rate, s , that the flame is subjected to. For example, we expect higher u o to be destabilizing to flame holding as flame stretch increases, as shown by equations (6) and (7) . The flow swirl number influences the pressure gradients that the separating boundary layers are subjected to, and therefore the separating shear layer thickness. It certainly also influences the character of the flow recirculation regions, particularly the IRZ. It is much more difficult to make quantitative assessments of these parameters, so the results presented in this section focus more on presentation of data, with less physical interpretation. showing the stability maps of the OSL for a low velocity and high velocity test case. As is clear from the figure, doubling the bulk flow velocity increases the equivalence ratio for attachment and blowoff transitions, thus making flame stabilization in the OSL more difficult with the increase in velocity. In this particular case, significant hysteresis is observed for both the low and high velocity test cases, although the hysteresis zone is wider for the higher velocity test case. For the most part (but not always), hysteresis is higher for the higher velocity condition.
Using the Karlovitz number approach described above, we revisit the velocity dependence on blowoff. Assuming that transition events occur at constant Ka, then the extinction stretch rate should increase linearly with velocity. If the appropriate physical scaling is used in the Ka definition, this also implies that the ratio of Karlovitz numbers at the two velocities should be constant. We define the following two ratios of Karlovitz number at the transition point: using Ka for OSL attachment and Ka a for OSL blowoff, consistent with our discussion at the end of the ''Chemical Kinetic Sensitivities'' section. Figure 16 plots the ratio of computed extinction stretch rates at the two velocities as a function of T bhd . If equations (12) and (13) correctly capture the velocity sensitivity, then the ratios R and R a should equal unity.
The figure shows that this ratio does always exceed 1/2, implying that increasing premixer velocity decreases flame stability for all of the test cases, as expected. However, the majority of the OSL attachment data fall below one, implying that the sensitivity of the attachment point to velocity is less than would be expected. For example, a value of 0.8 implies that the extinction stretch rate increases by 60% when the velocity doubles. The reasons for this deviation from unity are unknown although these results are consistent with blowoff analyses of other data sets, 21 and show the shortcomings in current abilities to scale velocity sensitivities for flame anchoring. The discussion of the flame stretch scaling in the context of equation (2) provides some hints of the complexity of this matter. Put differently, the prior section showed that changes in flame transitions driven by kinetic parameters could be well captured by constant Ka scalings, while this section shows that flame transitions driven by fluid mechanic parameter variations are much more complex. For the most part, R and R a also increase as a function of bulkhead temperature itself for attachment events. Finally, there is one outlier, test case 26, for which OSL blowoff shows a much greater velocity sensitivity (i.e. values greater than unity) for unknown reasons.
We next consider swirl number effects through changes in the swirler vane angle, v . The effect of v changes on flame stability was minimal and did not significantly influence these transitions with only slight changes in transition equivalence ratio observed, on the order of 0.01-0.02. Generally, it was found that increases in swirl number degraded stability by inhibiting flame attachment in the OSL. For example, Figure  17 presents a flame configuration map for a representative v sensitivity test case where no hysteresis was observed for either swirler. In this example, flame Figure 16 . Dependence of extinction stretch rate ratios at two u o on T bhd . Please refer to Table 2 for a complete description of the data sets compiled in this plot consisting of test cases 26, 28-31. The two outlier points are labeled by their test case. stability is degraded only slightly with an increase in swirl as the OSL stability line for the 45 swirler is slightly higher than the 37 swirler for all bulkhead temperatures. Figure 18 summarizes these findings for all v sensitivity cases performed, comparing conditions of OSL attachment using ext , T ph À Á and OSL blowoff using ext,a , T ref À Á , for the two swirl vane angles. With the exception of one test case, OSL flame attachment lines are above the 1-1line shown (black line), thus indicating that flame attachment is degraded for the higher swirl condition. However, there is a not a clear systematic effect of swirl vane angle on OSL blowoff as data points are scattered about the 1-1line.
Note that it is important to differentiate the effects of global stability of the flame and its anchoring in the OSL. Increasing swirl clearly has a positive influence on ISL flame stability as shown in previous work 10 as well as on flames stabilized by the VBB, but has a degrading influence on flame stability in the OSL, as shown here. It is likely that this is a manifestation of its influence on shear characteristics in the separating boundary layer. Similarly, very modest changes in blowoff conditions were observed as indicated in Figure 19 at the two combustor lengths, L/D of 1.0 and 1.5, compared for cases with a constant combustor diameter. This result would be expected, as a change in the combustor length alone should not have a strong impact on the OSL.
Hysteresis and thermoacoustics
Thermoacoustic oscillations had significant impacts on hysteresis levels. Acoustic measurements confirmed that when significant levels of acoustics were present, the region of hysteresis decreased. Similarly, high levels of acoustics were associated with independence of the OSL attachment transition to bulkhead temperature. An example result is shown in Figure 20 , which compares the flame configuration maps for a test case which exhibits a thermoacoustic instability during OSL attachment and one which does not. These test cases are identical in operational and geometric parameters with the exception of combustor length, L comb , which is 50% longer for the test case which is thermoacoustically unstable during OSL attachment (prior planar flow field measurements have shown that such a L comb change has negligible influence on the time-averaged flowfield and flame attachment behavior near the dump plane). Thus, this result isolates the effect of thermoacoustics. The lines in Figure 20 for Case A represent the low acoustics or L/D ¼ 1.0 test case with the OSL attachment line above the blowoff line. Also shown, as the black dots corresponding to the right axis, are the acoustic measurements. There is a noticeable change in the OSL attachment line for the thermoacoustically unstable test case, shown as the dashed lines in Figure 20 . Note the nearly horizontal OSL attachment line, i.e. flame attachment is a weak function of bulkhead temperature; in fact, the slight bulkhead temperature sensitivity is inverted! The acoustic measurements for the unstable case are shown as the open circles on the plot and interestingly enough decrease in value with bulkhead temperature as hysteresis increases.
Another important result is the fact that acoustics levels affect OSL attachment, but hardly affect OSL blowoff. Hysteresis fundamentally occurs because the flame in configuration III cannot propagate upstream in the high velocity flow in order to attach in the low velocity shear layer. We hypothesize that the oscillatory flow field leads to time instants where the low flow velocity allows for upstream flame propagation, whereupon it can lock onto the shear layer for the high velocity instants of the cycle. As such, acoustic levels have significant influences on OSL attachment. Acoustic levels have little effect on OSL blowoff as once the flame attaches to the OSL, the ORZ is close enough to adiabatic temperature, so ISL flame gases have negligible influence.
We expect the effect of acoustics on hysteresis to be correlated to the ratio of acoustic velocity to nozzle exit velocity, given by u RMS =u o . A reference acoustic velocity is given by u RMS ¼ p RMS = c ð Þ avg . Figure 21 below shows this trend by plotting hysteresis against u RMS =u o for a particular set of conditions.
Hysteresis levels also exhibit additional sensitivities to flow velocity and preheat temperature that are not fully capture simply by this u RMS =u o parameter. As noted above, we find that increasing flow velocity or decreasing preheat temperature will increase hysteresis. We have observed, however, that for any given operating conditions, hysteresis decreases monotonically with increases in thermoacoustic amplitudes.
Concluding remarks
This work has shown that operational and geometric conditions can be organized into kinetic and fluid mechanical effects on flame attachment and blowoff sensitivities. Analysis of the data has shown that the sensitivities conformed to expected results in some cases, conformed to expected trends but with different sensitivities in others, and exhibited counterintuitive trends in others. For example, these results show that the kinetic effects from T ph , T bhd and sensitivities can be quantitatively captured in most cases. Velocity sensitivities were in the expected direction in all cases, but with quantitative sensitivities that still require clarification. Effects of swirl on flame stabilization points are more complex than the simple expectation that increasing swirl number would have a generally stabilizing effect. Recent studies completed have obtained high spatial resolution velocity measurements of the separating boundary layer at different and u pm conditions, 43 but further detailed studies at other operational and geometric conditions may shed further light on this result. For example, the higher swirl number case may have a thinner OSL, increasing flame stretch rates. Finally, it was observed that thermoacoustic oscillations affect OSL attachment points but do not affect OSL blowoff.
These results clearly highlight current deficiencies in current understanding of the influence of fluid mechanic parameters (e.g. velocity, swirl number) on shear layer flame attachment. For example, they show that the relatively simple matter of scaling flame transition points with changes in flow velocities is not understood. Future work is needed to better understand the local fluid mechanics of shear layer-stabilized flames in order to develop physical understanding of the factors controlling flame stabilization.
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